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Abstract

Lowe et al., 2017] as well as the master-slave architecture [Kong et al., 2017]. For 2), a large body of research
work [Usunier et al., 2017; Foerster et al., 2017b] aims at
designing feasible offline/online training strategies for improving the agent-specific learning performance (e.g., accuracy, convergence, stability, etc.). For 3), a variety of researchers [Foerster et al., 2016; Sukhbaatar et al., 2016;
Peng et al., 2017] focus on modeling the inter-agent interactions in terms of different message passing mechanisms. In principle, the aforementioned approaches rely heavily on pure data-driven exploration learning from scratch and
are incapable of explicitly modeling the agent-tactic-aware
learning process, resulting in the uninterpretable learning results. Moreover, the data-driven learning strategies for these
approaches are usually carried out over the replay data produced by themselves in a batch-mode learning fashion, resulting in the loss of adversarial information against the opponents. Therefore, we mainly concentrate on constructing an
interpretable agent-tactic-aware learning scheme that learns
the adversarial knowledge from the opponent.

As an important and challenging problem in artificial intelligence (AI) game playing, StarCraft micromanagement involves a dynamically adversarial game playing process with complex multi-agent
control within a large action space. In this paper, we propose a novel knowledge-guided agenttactic-aware learning scheme, that is, opponentguided tactic learning (OGTL), to cope with this
micromanagement problem. In principle, the proposed scheme takes a two-stage cascaded learning strategy which is capable of not only transferring the human tactic knowledge from the humanmade opponent agents to our AI agents but also
improving the adversarial ability. With the power of reinforcement learning, such a knowledgeguided agent-tactic-aware scheme has the ability to
guide the AI agents to achieve a high winning-rate
performance while accelerating the policy exploration process in a tactic-interpretable fashion. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed scheme against the state-of-the-art approaches in several benchmark combat scenarios.

1

Introduction

In recent years, StarCraft micromanagement [Ontanón et al.,
2013; Wender and Watson, 2012; Synnaeve et al., 2016]
based on deep reinforcement learning (DRL) [Mnih et al.,
2015; Li, 2017; Silver et al., 2016; Lillicrap et al., 2015;
Levine et al., 2016; Mirowski et al., 2017; Pasunuru and
Bansal, 2017; Li et al., 2017; Silver et al., 2017] has attracted considerable attention in the fields of artificial intelligence and machine learning. Typically, this research problem is studied from three different perspectives: 1) learning architecture construction, 2) model training strategy and
3) multi-agent communication mechanism. For 1), a variety of deep learning architectures are proposed for effective reinforcement learning such as the centralized critic and decentralized actor network [Foerster et al., 2017a;
∗
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In the literature, conventional reinforcement learning approaches for StarCraft micromanagement are usually implemented under the circumstances of multi-agent game playing [Usunier et al., 2017; Foerster et al., 2017a; Peng et
al., 2017]. In essence, their primary goal is to build AI agents with effective and efficient policies, which are able to
achieve the high winning-rate performance against the computer built-in opponent agents. Such policies are typically
trained to pursue the reward maximum objective from the replay data, generated by agents through interacting with the
environment. As a result, such a game playing pipeline relies heavily on bottom-up data-driven learning methodologies
(lacking enough interpretability). In addition, this game playing pipeline pays insufficient attention to the power of effectively inheriting top-down human prior knowledge about
game playing as well as explicitly modeling the adversarial
tactics against the opponent agents and often treats the opponent agents as a part of the environment without the awareness of the opponent existence.
Motivated by the above observations, we propose a novel knowledge-guided agent-tactic-aware learning scheme:
opponent-guided tactic learning (OGTL), which effectively
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(a) First stage: learning from the human-made opponent

(b) Second stage: self-improving

Figure 1: Illustration of the whole architecture of the proposed approach: opponent-guided tactic learning (OGTL). In (a), we store the feature
maps φ(s, e) and actions ue into the replay and then we train the DNN using the stored data. After training, our AI agents can learn the
opponent agents’ tactic. In (b), our AI agents perform the action ua when receiving the feature map φ(s, a) and then obtain the next feature
map φ(s0 , a) and the reward r. With the interaction with the environment, we train our AI agents using the replay generated by our AI agents
based on DQN.

leverages human knowledge to learn tactic-aware policy functions, making the learning process more interpretable. In the
proposed learning scheme, we first build human-made opponent agents inheriting human knowledge about game playing with some particular pre-defined tactics. Subsequently,
our AI agents are enabled to play against the human-made
opponent agents and consequently learn their corresponding
tactic-aware policy functions directly from the replay data of
opponent agents. After that, our AI agents further refine the
learned policy function leveraging deep reinforcement learning against the computer built-in opponent agents. Hence,
our proposed scheme is based on two-stage cascaded learning, where the first stage is for tactic-aware knowledge transfer from the human-made opponent agents to our AI agents
while the second stage is to reinforce the adversarial capabilities of our AI agents against the computer built-in opponent agents. In this way, our proposed scheme is explicitly tactic-aware with an interpretable policy exploration process of effectively learning the opponent’s tactics, and has the
capability of accelerating the policy exploration process because of introducing human knowledge compared with the
conventional reinforcement learning approaches. Therefore,
the main contributions of this work are two-fold:
• Under the StarCraft micromanagement settings, we
propose a novel knowledge-guided agent-tactic-aware
learning scheme that effectively leverages human tactic knowledge into the policy function learning process,
which is able to accelerate the policy exploration process
in a tactic-interpretable fashion.
• We propose a two-stage cascaded learning pipeline,
which consists of tactic-aware knowledge transferred
from the human-made opponent agents to our AI agents
as well as adversarial capability reinforcement of our AI
agents against the computer built-in opponent agents.
With this learning pipeline, our AI agents can achieve
a high winning-rate performance.
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2
2.1

Our Approach
Problem Formulation

We focus on the micromanagement task, which consists of
the combat environment, our units and opponent units. In
our settings, we treat every unit as an agent. Without loss
of generality, we assume there are n our AI agents and m
opponent agents in the combat environment. Our AI agents
are defined as (a1 , a2 , ...an ) and opponent agents are defined
as (e1 , e2 , ...em ). The state obtained from the environment
is denoted by s ∈ S, where S is the state space, shared among all the agents. We use φ(s, a) or φ(s, e) to denote the
feature map which is extracted from the state in the specific
agent viewpoint. The detail of feature map extraction will be
explained in Section 2.2. When our AI agent receives the feature map φ(s, a), it performs the action ua ∈ U by its own
policy πa : φ(s, a) → ua , where U is the action space. Similarly, the opponent agent performs the action ue ∈ U using
policy πe : φ(s, e) → ue when receiving the feature map
φ(s, e).
Our method has two stages. In the first stage, we build
human-made opponent agents with some particular predefined tactics. Thus, the human-made opponent has a predefined policy πe . Our AI agents are able to play against
the human-made opponent agents, transferring tactic-aware
knowledge from the human-made opponent agents to ourselves. In this stage, we train a network F (φ(s, a); θ1 ) that
gives us a probability distribution on the space of possible actions U , to learn the tactic-aware policy πa1 , with which we
choose the action with the highest probability. Here, θ1 are
the parameters of the network F .
In the second stage, to refine the learned policy πa1 , we
leverage deep reinforcement learning to learn a more sophisticated policy πa2 by combatting against the computer
built-in opponent agents. In this stage, the whole game
is considered as a stochastic game G [Nisan et al., 2007;
Shapley, 1953], defined by G = hS, U, P, R, γi. Here, P
denotes the state transition function, R denotes the reward
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Figure 2: The left part is the real game screen. We map the game
screen into two feature maps displayed in the mid part of the figure.
In the location feature map, the background is encoded with number
zero and other parts are encoded by the numbers displayed in the
map. In the health feature map, we put the real value of the current
health of each agent in the corresponding position. The right part is
the processed location feature map after flip transformation.

function and γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor. We use a network
Q(φ(s, a), ua ; θ2 ) that gives us a state-action value (evaluating the value of the current state and action) of possible actions, to learn the policy πa2 , with which we choose the action
with the highest value. Here θ2 are the parameters of network
Q initialized with θ1 . The whole architecture of the proposed
approach is shown in Figure 1.

2.2

Feature Representation

Figure 3: Illustration of the tactic: WC. The yellow grid denotes
the human-made agent; the red grid denotes the enemy. In addition,
the darkness of the color indicates the health value: the darker color
marks higher health value. In the figure, agents No.1 to No.3 choose
to attack the No.1 enemy, because No.1 enemy is the weakest and
closest enemy. Similarly, the No.4 and No.5 agents attack the No.2
enemy.

ally in the right part. In our training process, we train our AI
agents using the opponent replay data. To unify the position
of enemies in feature maps of both opponent agents and our
AI agents, we flip the opponent agents’ feature map during
the training process.
The representation of the two feature maps and flip transformation is shown in Figure 2. With our feature maps, our AI
agents can learn tactics with the specific position and health
information. In the meantime, our AI agents can answer the
following questions after training. Where am I? Where are
my allies? Which enemy is the closest or the weakest?

2.3

Conventional studies like [Usunier et al., 2017; Foerster et al.,
2017a; Kong et al., 2017] used the parameterized features to
represent game state s for StarCraft micromanagement tasks,
which are based on the unit position, relative distance, unit
health, unit type and other information. The parameterized
features are encoded by game state parameters without explicit spatial information. However, the spatial information is
crucial for the process of tactic learning, since many tactics
are based on the specific spatial information. Therefore, we
use a structured feature representation to express the spatial
information explicitly.
We encode the game state s into two feature maps: location feature map and health feature map, which is displayed
in Figure 2. The size of feature map can be equal to or scaled down at the same proportion to the game screen. In the
location feature map, we use different numbers to indicate
the currently controlled agent, allies, enemies and the background. In addition, the position of the number corresponds
to the real position of agents in the game screen, so the position information of our AI agents and opponent agents can be
obtained from the location feature map. In the health feature
map, we put the current health value of the agents in the current position of the agents. This encoding process is denoted
by φ(s, a) for our AI agents or φ(s, e) for opponent agents.
In our settings, feature maps encoded using the same game
state s are different between our AI agents and opponent agents. Because in the opponent agents’ feature map, the position of enemies is usually in the left part, different from our
AI agents’ feature map, where the position of enemies is usu-
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Opponent-Guided Tactic Learning

Our knowledge-guided agent-tactic-aware learning scheme:
opponent-guided tactic learning (OGTL) is a two-stage cascaded learning pipeline. The first stage is learning tacticaware policy from the human-made opponent agents, and the
second stage is a self-improving process.
First stage: learning from the human-made opponent
In this stage, our AI agents play against the human-made opponent agents to learn opponent’s tactics. Firstly, we leverage
human knowledge to build a script opponent to perform actions in predefined tactics, like attacking the closest or the
weakest enemies. The illustration of the tactic, attacking the
weakest and closest enemy (WC) is shown in Figure 3, with
which agents will attack the weakest enemy, and when the
health of two enemies is the same, agents choose the closest
one.
Then, we train our AI agents to play against this humanmade opponent agents. During the combat, the opponent agents will choose the action based on the current feature map
and predefined tactic-aware policy πe . Since the mapping
from feature maps to actions can reflect the tactic, we collect those feature maps and actions in the replay D1 for our
agents to learn from.
To learn the tactic-aware policy πe , we use deep neural network (DNN), which can be defined as F (φ(s, a); θ1 ), taking
feature map φ(s, a) as the input. The output of the DNN is
the probability distribution on the space of possible actions
U . The loss function is defined as follows:
2
(1)
L1 (θ1 ) = Es kue − F (φ(s, a); θ1 )k2
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where k·k2 denotes L2 norm, ue is the one-hot label, encoding the opponent agent action and the φ(s, a) is flip transformed using φ(s, e) in the replay D1 , where the detail of
flip transformation is explained in Section 2.2. After training,
our AI agents learn a tactic-aware policy πa1 , with which we
choose the action with the highest probability.
The first stage’s training process is an iterative process,
during which our AI agents first play against the opponent
agents to collect data and then we train our AI agents from
the gathered data. Therefore, the training process is online
and dynamic with the following two advantages: 1) our training data are collected during the combats, so we do not need
to prepare a lot of data in advance. 2) during the training process, our AI agents are improving, so the data collected from
the opponent agents are changing, which help our AI agents
to learn the tactics under different circumstances and make
our AI agents more adaptive.
After the first training stage, our AI agents have learned
some tactics like attacking the weakest and closest enemy
from the opponent agents. However, in this stage, our AI
agents learn the predefined tactics without exploration, so we
refine the learned policy with deep reinforcement learning.

Algorithm 1 Opponent-Guided Tactic Learning
Set learning-rate η = 0.001, collection number M = 4
Set train epochs E = 10, minibatch size B = 64
Set discount factor γ = 1, C = 100
Set T1 = 200, T2 = 500000, N = 10000
Initialize replay D1 ,D2 to capacity N
//First stage:
Initialize network weights θ1
for i = 0 to T1 do
if i mod M 6= 0 then
while episode (combat) not ended do
Observe the feature map φ(st , a)
Execute action uat
Obtain φ(st , e) and uet
Store (φ(st , e),uet ) in D1
else
for epoch = 0 to E do
for step = 0 to N/B do
Sample random minibatch of
two-tuple (φ(sj , e),uej ) from D1
Compute L1 (θ1 ) using Eq. 1
θ1 ← θ1 + η ∂θ∂ 1 L1 (θ1 )

Second stage: self-improving
In this stage, our AI agents play against the computer built-in
opponent agents, and our goal is to improve the learned policy πa1 . We apply the deep reinforcement learning algorithm
deep Q-network (DQN) [Mnih et al., 2015] to refine the tactics. The key goal of DQN is to learn the Q-function using
the DNN. Here, Q-function is a state-action value function,
used for choosing the appropriate action. Thus, our AI agents
are trained to learn the policy πa2 , with which we choose the
action with the highest state-action value.
We use the first stage’s learned model’s weights θ1 to initialize the DQN’s weights θ2 . In this stage, the loss function
is defined as follows:
L2 (θ2 ) = Es,ua ,r,s0 [(y DQN − Q(φ(s, a), ua ; θ2 ))2 ]
y DQN = r + γ max
Q̂(φ(s0 , a), u0a ; θ20 )
0
ua

(2)
(3)

where y DQN , formulated in Eq. 3, is the Q-learning target;
γ is the discount factor; Q̂ is the target network, cloned from
the network Q every C steps; θ2 are the parameters of the
network Q and θ20 are the parameters of the target network Q̂;
s0 and u0a are the next state and next action; r is the reward
computed by our reward function. The overall algorithm is
described in Algorithm 1.

2.4

//Second stage:
Initialize network weights θ2 with θ1
for i = 0 to T2 do
while episode (combat) not ended do
Observe the feature map φ(st , a)
Execute action uat
Store (φ(st , a),uat ,rt ,φ(st+1 , a)) in D2
Sample random minibatch of
four-tuple (φ(sj , a),uaj ,rj ,φ(sj+1 , a)) from D2
Compute L2 (θ2 ) using Eq. 2
θ2 ← θ2 + η ∂θ∂ 2 L2 (θ2 )
Every C steps reset Q̂ = Q
agents No.4 and No.5 are attacking the No.4 enemy. Thus,
our AI agents have learned a tactic-aware policy, attacking the
weakest and closest enemy. Furthermore, we leverage deep
reinforcement learning to refine our agents’ learned policy.
After the second stage, in Figure 4(b), our AI agents’ policy
has improved, with which our AI agents focus fire on No.2
enemy although No.2 enemy is not the weakest and closest
enemy to agents No.4 and No.5. Because in this scenario,
focus fire on the weakest and closest enemy to them all can
achieve higher winning rate than WC.

Analysis of Learned Tactics

Our proposed method OGTL is a knowledge-guided agenttactic-aware learning scheme, and the whole training process
is interpretable. Therefore, after two stages’ training, our
AI agents have learned the tactics preserved some of humanmade opponent agents’ tactics. We take attacking the weakest
and closest tactic, for example, to analyze the learned tactics
with our feature maps. In Figure 4, we compare the policy
learned after the first stage and the second stage.
In Figure 4(a), agents No.1 to No.3 are attacking the No.2
enemy, the weakest and closest enemy to them. Similarly,
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3
3.1

Experiments
Experimental Setup

To evaluate our proposed method, we conducted experiments
on the StarCraft platform. In the experiment, our method
controls one group of agents to defeat the other group of
agents controlled by the computer build-in opponent. We
perform our learning method based on DQN compared with
ZO [Usunier et al., 2017], BiCNet [Peng et al., 2017] and
CommNet [Sukhbaatar et al., 2016], all of which perform
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Figure 5: Illustration of the network architecture

Figure 4: Analysis of tactics: we add health bar to display the health
of agents. After training, our AI agents play against computer builtin AI agents. (a) the learned tactic after the first stage and (b) the
improved tactic after the second stage.

ing order and the index is the order of each enemy. We use
the index + 4 to indicate the different enemies in the location
feature map.

well in the StarCraft micromanagement task. In addition, our
method is compared with the WC, the human-made script. Following the similar experiment setup as [Usunier et
al., 2017], we build several micromanagement scenarios, like
m5v5, w15v17 and w18v20. M5v5 means our AI controls 5
agents, the computer built-in opponent controls 5 agents and
the unit type is marine. W15v17 means our AI controls 15 agents, the computer built-in opponent controls 17 agents, and
the unit type is wraith. The w18v20 scenario only changes
the number of units compared with w15v17.

Action definition
The definition of action space is similar to [Usunier et al.,
2017]. Each agent can move to eight directions, hold the position and attack the specific enemy. Therefore, the number of
action space is nine plus the number of opponent’s agents. Apart from this, since our action space has attack actions binding to specific enemies, when one enemy dies, we should not
choose that action. Therefore, when the chosen action is invalid, we will choose the second best action and iterate this
process until we find a valid action.

3.2

Baselines

Before conducting the experiment, we simply introduce the
baselines. 1) DQN combines Q-learning with DNN to learn
a Q-function. 2) ZO is based on greedy MDP, making agents
aware of each other’s next action and adding the episodic
noises when performing the exploration. 3) BiCNet adopts
the actor-critic architecture combining with the bidirectional
RNN [Schuster and Paliwal, 1997] to encourage the agents to
communicate. 4) CommNet leverages a message channel to
implement the communication mechanism between agents.
5) Attack the weakest and closest enemy (WC) means the
human-made script controls the agents to attack the weakest
enemy and when the health of two enemies is the same, WC
chooses the closest one.

3.3

Implementation Details

State feature maps
Different from the conventional parameterized features, we
use two feature maps, health and location, to represent the
game state. The real game screen size is 256x256, which
is very sparse and needs lots of resources to process. To
solve this problem, we map the whole game into a map, sized
85x85. In the health feature map, we put the current health
value of the agents in the current position of the agents. In the
location feature map, we use number 3 to denote the currently controlled agent and number 2 to indicate its allies, so that
the network can learn about the difference between the currently controlled agent and its allies. To distinguish different
enemies, we sort the enemies using their ID value in ascend-
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Reward definition
Our reward function is based on the health change and kill
bonus. The value of kill bonus is 100, a large value to encourage the agents to kill the low-health enemy first. In this
way, our agents are able to learn to attack the low-health enemy much more easily.
Model architecture
We describe our network architecture implementation, displayed in Figure 5. In both training stages, we use the same
network architecture with different losses. And all of our AI
agents share the same network. The network is implemented using full-connected and convolutional layers to learn the
tactics and improve the learned tactics. Since our state is constructed with two feature maps, the network is built to process
these two feature maps at the same time and then concatenate
the two extracted features to make the final decision. Layers 1 to 3 are convolutional layers with the ReLU activation
function. Layers 4 to 6 are full-connected layers, with the
ReLU activation function. Layer 7 is the output layer with
action size hidden units, and the activation function of this
layer is softmax. The output of the network is the probability
distribution on the space of possible actions U .
Training process
In the first stage, we launch two games, one for our AI agents
and the other for human-made opponent agents in the training
scenario, where the number of our AI agents and opponent agents is the same. We train our AI agents to play against the
opponent agents. We collect the opponent feature map φ(s, e)
and action ue in the replay D1 for every M episodes and each
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Table 1: Winning rates of different methods on the training scenarios. The best result for a given map is in bold and the blank ( ) result
means the method is not tested on that scenario in their paper.
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Figure 6: Average winning rate for OGTL and DQN on m5v5. The
blue line is the first stage’s average learning curve of OGTL, and the
red line is the second stage’s average learning curve of OGTL. The
black line is the DQN’s average learning curve.

time after collecting, we train the network F (φ(s, a); θ1 ) for
E epochs. Every time after training, our agents perform better and are more aware of opponent’s tactics. When our AI
agents learn well enough, the first stage is over. In the second stage, we use the learned model to play against computer
built-in opponent agents to improve the learned tactics using
DQN. In this stage, we can train the DQN model, initialized
by the weights of learned model F , in symmetrical or asymmetrical scenarios, where the number of opponent agents and
the number of our AI agents can be different (the number of
opponent agents is the same to that in the first training scenario). The detailed training process is displayed in Algorithm 1.

3.4

Results

In the experiment, our AI agents learn from the WC tactic in
the first stage. Figure 6 shows the average winning rate of
OGTL and DQN on the scenario m5v5. We train 100 models
for testing and record the average wining rate learning curve.
For DQN and the second stage of OGTL, we freeze the network for every 500 episodes and evaluate the learned model
for 100 episodes per method. For the first stage of OGTL,
we store the models for every 10 episodes and test models
in m5v5 scenario playing against the computer built-in opponent agents.
From Figure 6, we can see that the first stage training process is quick. When the first stage is over, the model can
achieve about 50 percent winning rate. The red line in Figure 6 denotes the second stage training process. In the second
stage , our model can achieve 90 percent winning rate after
only 5000 episodes, which is much faster than the DQN. In
the meantime, the final winning rate is almost the same as
DQN’s and the learned tactics are preserved.
For all the results that we present in Table 1, we run models using the deterministic policy over 1000 episodes. OGTL
learns from the opponent with WC tactic in the first stage.
And the data in ZO, BiCNet, CommNet are directly quoted
from their papers. The settings of ZO are almost the same as
ours. Both BiCNet and CommNet use the local view while
our settings use the full view.
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From the data in Table 1, our method OGTL outperforms
these baselines in most of scenarios. In scenario m5v5, although ZO and DQN perform better than OGTL, OGTL can
achieve 90 percent winning rate after only 5000 episodes, displayed in Figure 6, which is much faster than both of them.
In both w15v17 and w18v20 scenarios, our method outperforms all the other baseline algorithms. And in the w15v17
scenario, the second best baseline is BiCNet with 53 percent
winning rate, while OGTL has 74 percent winning rate, much
higher. In addition, in the latter two scenarios (w15v17 and
w18v20), our method learns from the opponent with the WC
tactic in the first stage and uses DQN in the second stage, but
has a much higher winning rate than both of them.
From the tactic perspective, these algorithms perform quite
well in scenario m5v5. Both DQN and our method learn to
focus fire, the difference is that our method often firstly eliminates the weakest and closest enemy, which is similar to
the predefined tactics. In scenario w15v17, our method outperforms all these other methods. In this scenario, since the
cooldown time of wraith weapon is very long, the key point
to win the combat is to learn a balance between focusing the
fire and splitting the fire. Our method first learns tactics about
attacking the weakest and closest enemy in the first stage and
then improves the tactics to learn the balance point in the second stage. The scenario w18v20 is very similar to w15v17.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel knowledge-guided
agent-tactic-aware learning scheme applied in the StarCraft
micromanagement task. Opponent-guided tactic learning
scheme is a two-stage cascaded learning pipeline. By learning from the opponent, our AI agents have transferred the
tactic-aware knowledge from the human-made opponent agents to ourselves in the first stage. In the second stage, our
AI agents have refined the adversarial capabilities by combating with the computer built-in opponent agents. Through
OGTL, our AI agents can get a better result in less training
time compared with traditional reinforcement learning algorithms. The experimental results have demonstrated that the
proposed learning scheme can achieve higher winning rate in
some scenes of the StarCraft micromanagement tasks than the
current state-of-the-art methods.
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